2008 kawasaki teryx problems

The recreational sport vehicle world will never be the same again. This new full-sized RSV is the
first to have V-twin power and combines its Kawasaki heritage of efficient CVT and integrated
occupant protection with superior ground clearance, cargo capacity, and sport handling to
become the top performing RSV on the market. The Teryx 4x4 is all about recreation, yet it
retains enough of its working heritage to offer amazing versatility and handy features for
tackling everyday tasks. At the core of the Teryx 4x4 is its strong and proven cc degree V-twin
engine, the same engine that gives the Brute Force 4x4 its distinguished high performance. The
mid-chassis mounted engine gives the Teryx 4x4 a displacement and V-twin torque advantage
over its contemporaries and delivers the performance that RSV customers have been seeking.
The output of the duo provides a true sport performance, yet in a controlled manner that allows
the driver to harness the full potential of the Teryx 4x4. Naturally, big power demands a chassis
to compliment it and once again the Teryx delivers with an ideal width body â€” narrow enough
to be useful and able to navigate the trail but wide enough to be stable and handle the healthy
output from the V-twin. Its large-diameter, thin-walled tubular frame offers the necessary rigidity
without performance draining weight, and all in an arrangement spacious enough to fit two
adults comfortably. The Teryx 4x4 shares the long A-arm and narrow frame concept of its sport
brethren to give it the maximum travel while minimizing wheel camber change. Featuring
adjustable Kayaba suspension with gas-charged shocks, the sport-performance focused
suspension of the Teryx 4x4 is designed to remain controlled even at top speed. When the
terrain requires it, the driver can activate 4WD with a simple servo-control switch. Further
traction management is achieved via an ATV-style front differential control activated with a hand
lever that functions like a rear hand brake and lets the driver select how much the wheels are
locked together. The rear wheels stay locked and always turn together â€” much like a sport
ATV â€” allowing the Teryx to slide around corners easier in a drift style. It continues its
dominance in the field with new inch Maxxis tires developed specifically for the Teryx 4x4 that
enable superb forward and sliding traction. The tall tires offer good rough terrain handling and
contribute to its class leading ground clearance and ability to overcome obstacles. A fast RSV
would not be good without having equally capable stopping power and Teryx 4x4 delivers. It
employs a combination of dual mm discs up front and a sealed wet brake in the rear. The front
brakes are tucked into the wheels for protection from debris and their 27mm twin-piston
calipers are rigid-mounted for optimum feel and control. Featuring bucket seats and retractable
three-point seat belts that keep the driver and passenger strapped in snugly, the Teryx 4x4 also
has plenty of shoulder and leg room to provide a comfortable ride. It also has foot guards
designed into the steel floor boards and body along with a padded steering wheel that is
positioned low for better control. It is equipped with a pound capacity cargo bed that is ideal for
recreational users, yet versatile enough for work and hauling with tie down hooks in all four
corners and comes with a cargo net to keep the goods secure. The Teryx 4x4 can also pull the
load with its pound towing capacity. Rider comfort and conveniences increase even more on
the Teryx 4x4 LE, with the addition of a digital meter with dual trip meters, clock and hour-meter,
half-windshield, hard top and dual retractable cup holders. The LE also features a tilting cargo
bed with gas assist, which gives the tilting bed a boost. The Teryx 4x4 is built tough with
scratch resistant Thermo-Plastic Olefin TPO bodywork and steel skid plates underneath to
shield the engine from the ride stopping obstacles. A large selection of authentic Kawasaki
Accessories are available for the Teryx 4x4 are available through Kawasaki dealers. As with all
off-highway vehicle recreation, Kawasaki encourages RSV drivers to drive responsibly and to
respect the environment. First in class with a V-twin Sport performance with gas-charged rear
shocks with reservoirs inch Maxxis tires Sealed rear wet brake Ample pound capacity cargo
bed. CVT features high and low ranges, plus reverse Combined with the engine power
characteristics, provides instantaneous acceleration Rider can select two- or four-wheel-drive
operation by pressing a button located on the dash Limited-slip front differential reduces
steering effort under normal four-wheel drive operation, while Variable Front Differential Control
permits rider to distribute torque equally to left and right front wheels for maximum traction via
a hand lever Rear wheels are locked and always turning together for cornering control.
Large-diameter thin-walled tubular steel frame Only RSV with integrated occupant protection
First with sport performance-focused suspension â€” low-speed comfort not a main design
priority Wide track provides excellent stability and chassis has Good rough terrain performance
and obstacle clearance with inch Maxxis tires specially built for the Teryx 4x4 Tread design
enables both controlled sliding and forward traction. Bucket seats with retractable three-point
seat belts Foot guards designed into the floor and body Padded steering wheel positioned low
for better control Body work is made of high-gloss scratch resistant Thermo-Plastic Olefin Steel
floor boards and engine guards for maximum protection Dual 40W headlights and dual taillights
Cargo bed has lb capacity, tie down hooks in all four corners and cargo net standard. Front

tires: Maxxis 26x Rear tires: Maxxis 26x Front brakes: Dual hydraulic discs with 2-piston
calipers Rear brake: Sealed, oil-bathed, multi-disc Overall length: Overall width: Overall height:
Wheelbase: Ground clearance: You call yourself Top Speed? Kawasaki Teryx LE Camo.
Kawasaki Teryx Standard Green. Kawasaki Teryx LE Red. Kawasaki Teryx Standard Camo.
Kawasaki Teryx LE Green. Liquid-cooled, degree, four-stroke V-twin. Anthony Kodack. Read
More. What do you think? Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Ever
had that feeling that the world is your oyster? That you can go anywhere and everywhere you
want? A feeling of ultimate freedom and adventure. For outdoor enthusiasts, this rugged, rough
terrain vehicle will swallow any sticky situation you put it in. This utility vehicle is ready to take
on any terrain you throw at it and come out of those hilly situations without breaking a sweat.
On the Kawasaki Teryx, these show themselves as heat issues. This is not a huge problem for
owners because it all depends on how and where the vehicle is driven. A long smooth ride on
even roads differs from a hilly and rough outdoor trail. The overheating issues kick in when the
Teryx is being put through a lot of obstacles such as climbing and going down steep hills.
These kinds of situations mean the Teryx is working overtime to give a smooth ride even under
those harsh conditions. Most owners just get creative when dealing with this heat issue and try
to modify the vehicle for better heat control or dissipation. Of all these suggestions, insulating
the plastic coverings and putting rubber under the seats seems the most effective solution. The
heat gets so bad that one owner went as far as removing both the front and rear seats to line
them with Dynamat in an effort to reduce the heat. What the owners did was remove all the
seats, cover the bed with the rubber Dynamat and then installed the seats back. He noticed that
the vehicle would be much more comfortable but only to about 90 degrees Celcius. More than
that and the vehicle would continue to get uncomfortably warm. Kawasaki is always improving
its products, so newer models of the Teryx seem to have better heat control than older models.
This might be because other competitors in the UTV market have much quieter models than the
Teryx. The noise gets increasingly louder when the vehicle drives over 15MPH. As you can
probably guess, this makes it quite an uncomfortable ride. As with the heat issues on the
Kawasaki Teryx, most owners opted to try and resolve the heat issue themselves. Most owners
noticed that the engine noise significantly increases when the Teryx is going down or up steep
terrain, such as a hill. This happens in both old models and newer models. Even though
Kawasaki is aware of the issue, they have not improved the noise reduction on the newer
Kawasaki Teryx models. The fan sensor wires on the Kawasaki Teryx have been known to go
haywire. This leads to overheating problems because if the fan malfunctions, the engine is
unable to be cooled off properly. Without a cooling fan to cool it down, it might end up
damaging other parts or even worse damage the engine itself. With this in mind, it is best to
keep an eye out for a malfunctioning cooling system on the Teryx. This is yet another design
fault on the Kawasaki Teryx. The fan relay on the Teryx is quite sensitive and goes out after
about 3, miles on the UTV. One way to tell if you have a malfunctioning fan relay is to check if
the fan stops when the key is off. After a long ride in the heat, when the Teryx comes to a stop,
and the ignition key is removed, the fan should still be running in order to dissipate the heat. If
the fan tops as soon as the key is removed, this is a clear indication that there might be
something wrong with the fan relay. This symptom might also point to a faulty temperature
switch. If your Teryx is lucky enough to still be under warranty, this issue will be diagnosed and
sorted out without any problems. Yet another issue common to most of the Kawasaki Teryx
models is the squealing noise coming from the radiator belt. In most cases, this issue can either
appear after a new belt is installed or seem to appear out of nowhere. The noise occurs when at
idle and when climbing or going down hilly terrain. When the clutch system on the Teryx is still
in good condition, these symptoms point to a bad belt that needs replacement or proper
adjusting. It is reported that the radiator belt on the Teryx is quite tight, and the squealing will
eventually occur, especially on inclines. This also happens when the Teryx comes to a sudden
stop, and the belt is put under heavy strain when braking at higher RPMs than usual. The
radiator belt commonly starts to get bad at about 2, and 3, miles on the Teryx. Under heavier
use on uneven terrain, the belt gets wear and tear fairly quickly. Most owners noticed that the
radiator belts on most older Teryx models were quite simple and would need replacements
every 3, to 4, miles or so. The newer Teryx models could go on to about 10, miles without belt
replacements. The Kawasaki Teryx does not feature a fuel gauge. Without a fuel gauge, the
Teryx is vulnerable to many disadvantages. For outdoor enthusiasts, this proves true. Enjoying
the ride might leave them forgetting to fill up and getting stranded in the middle of nowhere
without a backup fuel container. Mechanically inclined owners were able to solve this by simply
installing a third party fuel gauge kit that works as intended. Generally, on a vehicle of this size,
the brake pads get worn out at the same time. This means that when changing brake pads, both
the front and the rear brake pads should be replaced at the same time. This is not entirely the

case when it comes to the Kawasaki Teryx. The front brake pads of this UTV are known to get
worn out at a faster pace than the rear brake pads. It is suspected that the engine-braking
technology feature on the Teryx might be causing this. The technology mostly controls how the
front brakes react, and this is suspected to be the source of the problem. This means you have
to put more pressure on the brake pedal to get the vehicle to stop. If the brake pads on the
Teryx are exhibiting any of these symptoms, then it might be time f
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or a replacement. The all-new Kawasaki Teryx KRX features a cc engine that sees a major
upgrade from its predecessor that had a cc V-twin engine. This means more power on those
rugged and rough terrains that the Teryx is so used to. The power delivery is what impresses
most owners, reporting that the pedals are very responsive and give a much-needed jolt for the
Teryx. The Teryx features one of the best suspensions on the market, allowing for a smoother
ride. Components on the Teryx are not exposed to the elements, so all that driving in wet
conditions is allowed. Kawasaki makes trail riding not only affordable for the masses, but it also
makes it very comfortable with the inclusion of electronic power steering on even its base
machines. Skip to content. We may earn commissions through our links. Table of Contents.
Was this article helpful? Click to share Did you find wrong information or was something
missing? We would love to hear your thoughts! Name not required. Email not required.

